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If you are in 6CS, you only need to email Miss Sutherland OR Miss Church, 
do not send it to both 
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Happy Monday!

Welcome to your final week of year 6 maths! How crazy is 
that?!

I just want to say well done for keeping up with all the work 
these parts how many weeks. I know it has been different, 
but we are so proud of you all for working so hard this whole 
year. Good luck in Secondary school- you will all be missed! 





• Today we will be looking at homophones- woohoo. 

• On the three slides are three paragraphs of writing. 

• Can you find the wrong homophone used in the writing? 



There are 
17 mistakes 

in this 
paragraph!



There are 
13 mistakes 

in this 
paragraph!



There are 
15 mistakes 

in this 
paragraph!



Remember to email your work over to us so 
we can see how you’re getting on 

• Year 6 Miss Church, Miss Moore and Miss Sutherland

• echurch@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• ksutherland@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• amoore@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:echurch@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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Tuesday

L.O. To use my and 5 and 6 spelling rules



• Back on the school website you will find 3 crosswords for today’s 

task. 

• You will also find the 5 and 6 spelling words- you may find some 

your answers on here! 

• Don’t worry if you cant print out the crosswords- you can always 

create it yourself in your books, or just simply write down the 

answer, and maybe underline the letters that are used in other 

answers to help yourself! 



Remember to email your work over to us so 
we can see how you’re getting on 

• Year 6 Miss Church, Miss Moore and Miss Sutherland

• echurch@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• ksutherland@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• amoore@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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Wednesday and Thursday

L.O. To complete the mystery pack!



You have 2 days to complete this pack; do 2 clues one day, and 

3 on another. 

It is similar to the maths ones you have done the past couple 

weeks. 

Please go back to the school’s website and download the pack 

for today. 

Further instructions can be found on the next slide. Good 

Luck!



1)There are 5 clues that you need to solve. 

2)After you solve each clue, you will be told something about the person who 

committed the crime (e.g. it may say, the person has not got brown hair)

3)You have a list of potential people. Knowing this clue, you would then cross 

everyone with brown hair off the list. You will eventually be left with only 1 name. 

4) If you can, either print off the list of suspects; have them open on another 

device; or have a piece of scrap paper handy so you can jot down the names of 

people who you would have crossed off the list. This way you can see who will be 

left at the end.



Remember to email your work over to us so 
we can see how you’re getting on 

• Year 6 Miss Church, Miss Moore and Miss Sutherland

• echurch@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• ksutherland@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• amoore@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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FRI-YAY

L.O. To create my own word search or crossword



1) Think of a theme for your word search or cross word.

e.g. school, authors, singers, footballers, animals. 

2) Write down 15 words that link to your theme- these are 

the words that you will then use in your word search or cross 

word. 

3) Go to either the word search page or crossword page next 

and follow those instructions. 



Word search
1) Create a table. You will need it 15 columns across, and 15 columns 

down. 

2) Write in all capitals- it looks better

3) Put the words into your word search that you want to other person 

to find- check you have enough room for the word before you write 

it in. 

4) Ensure that they are all around the word search, and not all in one 

area

5) When you’re done, put in random letters to fill in the rest of the 

word search. 

6) You could be mean and put in words which are almost correct e.g. if 

one of your words is “teacher” you could put in “teachr” to trick 

them! (obviously make sure the correct  word is somewhere too!) 



Cross word
1) Decide which words you want going “across” and which you 

want going “down”. 

2) Draw out your layout- take care to ensure the correct 

letter links to another word. Put a number in them so 

people know which word links to which clue

3) Think of your clues for each word, write these down next 

to the same number. 

4) If there are two words in your answer, you will need to 

give people a clue (5,3) this means that first word is 5 

letters and the second is 3 letters.  

5) Test it out first! If you have linked the boxes at the 

wrong letter, this could go horribly wrong, so ensure it is 

correct first. 



Remember to email your work over to us so 
we can see how you’re getting on 

• Year 6 Miss Church, Miss Moore and Miss Sutherland

• echurch@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• ksutherland@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk

• amoore@kingsavenue.lambeth.sch.uk
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